
Mapping Project Part 2: Mapping Women Architects 
 
Groups 

1. 1871-1895 
2. 1896-1920 
3. 1921-1940 
4. 1941-1960 
5. 1961-1980 
6. 1981-1990 
7. 1991-2000 
8. 2001-2010 

 
Each group must find 15 built works (so each person in the group is responsible for 5 built works). The group must 
find at least 3 different women architects for those 15 built works. And part of working together will be to make 
sure that none of your pins in the group duplicate each other. For the map pins, same format as before (pins with a 
paragraph of description of the built work, name of architect, date, name of built work, and some link/image/video 
added) and turned in as an xls spreadsheet. You should at least label your pin with the title of the built work and 
the name of the architect. Remember to save your pin. Try not to delete other people’s pins by accident. Email me 
or come to my office hours if you have any problems with the Google map. 
 
Each group will be giving a 5-minute lightning presentation during the final exam period. I would HIGHLY 
RECOMMEND choosing one person on the team to give the presentation, as 5 minutes will go by quickly. The 
whole team should prepare the presentation and can be prepared to answer questions from the class after the 
presentation. Presentation can be in your favorite format (powerpoint, prezi, etc.). Because you have only 5 
minutes, think of your presentation as the way to link the women architects to modernism as we have studied it in 
the course—how are the built works modernist (choose maybe 3 examples, which can be the 3 that best make 
your argument and not necessarily from 3 different architects) and, if you have an architect who isn’t modernist, 
and yet is working in the modern period (the decades listed above) perhaps make the contrary argument—why is 
that architect not modernist? 
 
Note for setup: Each group had 3 people in it and decades were again chosen out of a paper bag.  


